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Stage 2

Conceptualize what might count as evidence that a student achieved that goal:

How will you know that your outcome has been achieved?
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Rubrics

Evaluation guides which describe 
degrees of performance and quality. 

Help direct and instructors and students 
to learning goals. 



Rubrics

Rubrics answer three questions: 

1. By what criteria should performance be 
judged and discriminated

2. Where should we look and what should 
we look for to judge success?

3. How should the different levels of quality, 
proficiency, or understanding be described 
and distinguished from one another?
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Rubrics

Conceptualize what might count as evidence that a student achieved that goal:
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Grading exercises
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Baseline or conceptual surveys
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Baseline or conceptual surveys
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Assessment Technique Tour

Baseline or conceptual surveys

Page 1 of 2 

 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 

I have taught or tutored a class before           

I enjoy learning about science           

I enjoy learning about physics           

I often do well in science courses           

I often do well in non-science courses           

I identify with students who do well on exams and quizzes in science courses           

I expect to receive an A- or higher in this course           

I am confident I can do the work required for this course           

Doing laboratory experiments and write-ups comes easy to me           

I am often able to help my classmates with physics in the laboratory or in section           

I usually don't worry about my ability to solve physics problems           

When I come across a tough physics problem, I work at it until I solve it           

I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to tackle difficult physics problems           

I like hearing about questions that other students have about the reading           

I am usually confident of my answers to the EARS questions before I talk to a neighbor           

I am usually confident that I can convince my neighbor of my answer to EARS questions           
I know how to explain my answers to EARS questions in a way that helps others 
understand my answer           

My peers know how to explain their answers to EARS questions in a way that helps me 
understand their answer           



Assessment Technique Tour

Just-in-Time Teaching or Reading Quizzes



Assessment Technique Tour

Specific Data on my undergraduate institution, was not given, even after a phone 
call to the office of diversity. To this end, I looked up facts to my second institution, 
Oxford University. Women were admitted to Oxford in 1920 marking a historical 
exclusion of women. Oxford, furthermore, initiated a government funding in the 
1930's that directly targeted working class families. Although working class 
students attended Oxford prior on personal scholarships, this was the first moment 
in its almost century-old history the issue of socio-economic was directly 
addressed.



Assessment Technique Tour

The Educational value of diversity stated in the book tells us that students 
who experience high and substantive amounts of diverse interaction leave 
college 

I am still awaiting 1 of copies of the text I have ordered.....My apologies.

The Educational value of diversity theory is that in which a students experience in an 
educational setting is enhanced when the student body is diverse in gender, ses 
background, religion, race

A. Previously I had only informally experienced the educational value of diversity, although 
I don’t know that I ever really took a step back to think of it that way. 
I feel like my whole undergraduate experience, or at least the difference between it and my 
prior educational experiences have been put into deep perspective because of this reading. 

B. Like the way reading this helped put my educational experience into new perspective,
 how can the educational value of diversity be made explicit to learners in real time, 
as they are experiencing it without “cheapening” it? 
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Self and Peer Assessment
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Assessment Technique Tour

Self and Peer assessment



Assessment Technique Tour

Can you do all of this at this point?

Self and Peer Assessment



Assessment Technique Tour

One minute paper
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Assessment Technique Tour

Dear Professor Schell: 

After seeing my essay response, I can recall what inspired my answer. At my institution we have a few 
cultural clubs, but most stem around black, hispanic and caribbean culture and have high student 
interest. In the past, based on what I have seen in yearbooks, there were Italian American, Irish 
American clubs, etc. but I guess due to a decline in student interest they became inactive. I have 
mentioned to students they should reactivate them, but as of now none have made that move. Last year, 
a colleague expressed to me that a white student had overheard her talking about the events for black 
history month and stated that "they" (implying administration I'm supposing) don't do anything for us. We 
don't have any events about us. The colleague mentioned to her that she should consider starting a 
club, but of course the student declined. 

! From that time, I have always wondered what kind of effect does diversity and the celebration of 
minority culture have on those who have been considered the majority for so long. The main goal of 
celebrating events like black history month is to educate those about the contributions blacks have 
made to the world because throughout most of the 1900s this history was overlooked. If presented in the 
wrong manner though, it can be a mode of exclusion. For this student who made the above statement, 
she probably views diversity in a negative manner because in this context she is seeing that not every 
culture, race, or ethnicity is being celebrated just specific ones. This could cause her to resent diversity 
because from her view it is not as inclusive as its said to be. The majority could begin to develop a 
feeling of being threatened by the push for inclusion of the minority group...as I indicated in a warm-up 
exercise, could this end up in the development of a new minority group even though this is not the 
intention of developing a diverse society?
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ConcepTests and Peer Instruction
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Using ConcepTests 
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Assessment Technique Tour

ConcepTests

Let’s try it!



Summary

Rubrics
Grading Exercises
Baseline Surveys
Self-Peer Assessment
Just-In-Time teaching
One Minute Papers
ConcepTests



Questions

El número de estudiantes inscritos en los grupos que manejo que pueden llegar hasta 40 
personas en un salón de clases, lo cual hace dificil llevar un seguimiento adecuado a cada 
uno, motivarlos es un reto constante. En grupos numerosos de estudiantes se puede dar que 
su atención sea dispersa, o se aburran fácilmente, o distraigan a compañeros.

Que los estudiantes tengan disciplina de lectura

¿Cual sería la mejor manera de evaluar a los estudiantes cuando trabajan en grupo?
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